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The triptych composed by the three videos Cyclothymia of a Land (00:14:25),Minute de silence (00:37:02)
and A Wash for Intimate Brain Parts (00:5:14),is primarily a physical and conceptual response to artistic
displacement. That is to say, following Arash Hanaei’s move from Tehran, a city that eventually became
the core subject of his work since 2004, to Paris, where he resettled since 2015; in a general condition
influenced by terrorism versus war on terror, nationalistic propaganda as a general pattern of
contemporary geopolitics; and eventually a condition influenced by emergency states, transitory
situations and destinies. While Cyclothymia of a Land addresses allusively the Bataclan tragedy (Paris
terror attack 13 November 2015).
Minute de silence addresses more bluntly the Nice tragedy and terror attack (14 July 2016), even though
they are not presented as “rational” historical facts but more as ungraspable ruptures causing a series of
crisis, traumas and negative speculations. Either reflective of the communication and media chaos often
generated after such crisis, or genuinely “going crazy” in cinematographic and political deviance, the
three-screen work (or three chaptered film) feels like a punk collage of street footage, technological
nightmares and commercial ghosts. As if from the chaos of images, some sort of redemption of our
paranoid relation to representation was made possible – trying to overcome the syndrome, which seems
to overflow in those 3 videos, of the story within a story, within a story... without beginning and end. Still
they resonate as hypothetic ways to penetrate the act of individual and collective resilience, as
experienced by the city of Paris, through the eyes of artistic displacement. Arash Hanaei’s triptych of video
works enriches a series of previous research and works devoted to the study of a phenomenon we shall
call cyclothymic global consciousness; or a cyclic disease in the representation of reality, subjecting us to
uninterrupted micro-gaps between hyperrealism and blurred lines, euphoria and depression, spotlights
and black spots. By Morad Montazami
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More details about the video and photographic series

The main questions in this research are: Can we still grasp the city as a permanent place of residence and
what are the instabilities of this description?
Following my latest series “Cyclothymia of a Land, Free Adaptation: Landscape” I start to work on a
photography series that I named it “Simulacrum” which refers to the Latin word in surface but also refers
to Jean Baudrillard’s treatise in 1981. The main part of this series is a kind of cityscape photography in
Paris.
I started to work on my video “Cyclothymia of a Land” based on a film by Man Ray named "Starfish":
Drawing inspiration from the cinematic language and techniques used by Man Ray in his 1928 silent
film, L'étoile de mer (Starfish), where diffused and textured glass created a mirroring effect that gives the
film an appearance of live or moving painting, I decided to propose a new three-channel film installation
that will repurpose Man Ray's film-making methods for a contemporary audience.
In this very context I try to transfer photographic methods by employing exaggerated use of strong flash
and spot lighting in making this new work. In a sense, it is a methodological transference of my selfassessed still image making techniques to the medium of film.
Simultaneously I continued working on a photographic series entitled “Minute de silence”.
In L'étoile de mer, the opening scene begins with a man and a woman walking on a road, out of focus. The
film’s two main protagonists are viewed in a distorted fashion, through a glass lens that creates a mirrorlike image of both the subjects and their surroundings simultaneously. As scenes progress, there are
intersections between out of focus and focused images that present this surrealist representation of a
love affair. This film is a prime example of the “Cinéma Pur” movement popularized by Dadaists in the
1920s. It was a French avant-garde film movement that later set the precedent for contemporary “art
films”. Film was used by Dadaists as a way to create exciting, kinetic cinematic experiences that
transcended storytelling, narrative, character, and theatre. These male and female characters, captured in
everyday moments, represent examples of and give insight into the daily lives of residents in a capital city,
exposing the complex relations between personal and societal relationships.
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Death of a Photographer is based on one such document which was obtained and decrypted by Wikileaks.
The work presents the full transcript of the dialog between a US Apache helicopter pilot and his
commanding officer in 2007 in the form of text on five A4–sized photopapers. The footage shows how
based on an incorrect assumption by the pilot that the Reuters journalist Namir Noor-Eldeen, driver Saeed
Chmagh, and several others are all insurgents, they are all shot and killed in a public square in Eastern
Baghdad. After the initial shooting, an unarmed group of adults and children in a minivan arrives on the
scene and attempts to transport the wounded. They are fired upon as well. The official statement on this
incident initially listed all adults as insurgents and claimed the US military did not know how the deaths
occurred.
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Cyclothymia of a Land/Free Adaptation: Landscape/Mountain is not a single artwork per se, executed
once and for all, but, as the title implies, is a “cycle” of research, taking var-ious forms and adapting to
different venues and exhibitions. Dealing broadly with issues of contemporary geopolitics, landscape
allegories and the jeopardizing of social experience in a digital world, this work-in-progress signals an
attitude that is increasingly engrained in the artist’s practice: the constant weakening of his ties with the
short-term expectations and temporalities of a marketed art scene. The work reveals itself piece by piece,
as a nomadic puzzle with its own ecological process, submitted to change, transposition and
acclimatiza¬tion. Entailing as it does a certain degree of contingency (or delayed presence) in its reach for
visibility and public presentation, the work openly takes the risk – addressed to the spectator – of allowing
for aporia and an unfinished state. This is already a clue to Hanaei’s response to the issue of the
production of art in our present state of global crisis, in which conflict, exodus and general distrust have
become common currency.
The current manifestation of Cyclothymia of a Land/Free Adaptation: Landscape/Mountain at Ag Galerie is
anything but a simple image, in spite of its almost monolithic stature and apparent oneness. In terms of
the media used, heterogeneous qualities of space and formal devices seem to combine and freeze in front
of us: the ideas of a computer screen and pop-up windows overlap with the illusionist window in classical
landscape painting. One could describe this fictitious image as a visual palimpsest or a layered field for a
fragmented and delayed vision: to the attentive eye, something to be seen or witnessed has been
decentered in favor of unexpected apparitions and forgotten landscapes. Vision as a dismembered sense
has been reincorporated into the falsely random and objective act of seeing. Physical absence and
asubjective tem¬perature within the image (or skeleton of an image) stress the spectator’s stable
instability.
The wires, cables, motors, spotlights, scaffolding, network continuums, zigzagging tubes and aerial pipes
are all signs of a near-death experience, on the edge of rationality, in a postmodern but already vanishing
world. These mechanical and electrical devices play the role of ancient ruins and relics from a remote past
in our digital, dematerialized visual envi¬ronment. Communication technologies and cybernetics (from the
invention of the vapor train to that of computer systems) embodied something common to any “modern”
experience. Today’s condition seems closer to a phenomenological bunker where data and experiences
accumulate at unprecedented, non-human rates (eventually and remotely relying on unmapped sites and
data centers filled with wires, cables, tubes and titanic hard disks). Giving birth to a phenomenon we could
call cyclothymic global consciousness or a cyclical disease in the representation of reality, this condition
subjects us to uninterrupted micro-gaps between hyperrealism and blurred lines, euphoria and
depression, spotlights and black spots.
If a non-human landscape somehow ends in a non-human language, it does not mean that inte-riorizing
software’s powers of calculation will save us from a soft war whose transparent backdrop might be any
imperceptible landscape. By Morad Montazami
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